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Raffles Milano

Product Design
The landscape of the artificial dimension
Learning by doing is the principle at the root of the Three-year 
courses at Raffles Milano, a training experience that structures 
the mind, provides a solid technical foundation and unleashes a 
desire to broaden your life horizons.

Course Leader / Marc Sadler
Industrial designer

A Frenchman born in Austria, Marc Sadler has lived and worked as a designer
in France, the United States, Asia and Italy. One of the first graduates in Esthétique 
industrielle at the ENSAD in Paris, with a thesis in plastic materials, he was a pioneer 
of experimenting with materials and of cross-fertilisations between technologies, 
both issues that have become distinctive features of his work. At the beginning of 
the seventies, he designed the first ski boot made of 100% recyclable thermoplastic 
material, which was produced on an industrial scale by the Italian firm Caber (which 
later became Lotto). By virtue of his eclectic nature, he is now a consultant with firms 
operating in all areas of industry. The important awards and acknowledgements he 
has won over the years include four ADI Compasso d’Oro awards (1994, 2001, 2008 
and 2014). The back protector he designed for Dainese features in the permanent 
collection at the MoMA in New York, while his Mite lamp for Foscarini can be seen 
in the design collection at the Centre Pompidou in Paris. He is so passionate about 
painting and drawing that he considers them to be his most authentic interests.

Duration
3 years

Start date
October

Lang
Italian/English



Topics

- Basic design
- Art and design history
- Material design
- Researching scenarios

and developing concepts
- Representing and communicating

products and services
- Physical and cognitive ergonomics
- Perceived quality and sensations
- Design and sustainability
- Strategic marketing/product

and communication
- Design management

Curriculum

The first year curriculum is designed
to enable students to learn the tools 
of basic design, perception and 
the human senses, familiarity with 
materials, history of design, design 
theory and representation, designing 
1. The second year features a strong
component of design labs, workshops,
interdisciplinary labs and site visits
to firms. The third year is devoted to
analysing future trends and scenarios,
new opportunities for design, with the
city as a theatre for design. The last
semester focuses on developing a
design thesis in partnership with firms.

Professional opportunities

Design is an essential factor for
every firm that makes the quality of 
its products a hallmark of its market 
positioning. That quality comprises the 
product’s conception, usability and 
emotional appeal, its ability to cater 
for the requirements of environmental 
sustainability, a suitable choice of 
materials and the product’s life cycle. 
And the designer is the lead actor in 
the process of defining the product’s 
main characteristics. At the end of this 
course, students will be able to find 
opportunities for work or structured 
professional placement in all sorts of 
different fields of industry, wherever 
innovation converges with the quality
of products, services and processes.

Who should attend

The course is for applicants with 
a secondary school leaving diploma. 
Ideal students in this course aspire to 
transform their creative characteristics 
into the abilities to think, to conceive,
to execute and to communicate 
projects, products and services.
The course provides them with the 
research tools, methodologies and 
processes they will need to be able to 
govern the complexity of designing.
As design is interdisciplinary by nature, 
the course will introduce students to 
the tools they need to interact with 
various experts in managing the 
process, from the product’s conception 
to its market commercialisation.
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SUBJECT AREA SUBJECT

Cultural anthropology and archetypes
of the imaginary 

Cultural anthropology

History of archetype

New materials technology Materials and technologies 1

Materials and design 1

Model building 1 Model building 1

Digital modelling techniques – 3D Computer Fundamentals of digital representation

Drawing for design Drawing and representation

Design System 1 Design, communication, marketing

Design, economy, business

Digital image processing Photography

Use of the image for the project

Product design 1 Product design 1

Design: form / function / meaning

Design for local development

Planning methodology Methodology and tools for the project

Graphic design 1 Introduction to Graphic design

Chromatology 1 Color science 1

Packaging 1 Packaging 1

History of design 1 History of design 1

History of contemporary art History of contemporary art

English language 1 English for Interior Design 1

Extra curriculum Public speaking and stress management

Conferences and inter-disciplinary seminars Monday Talks
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SUBJECT AREA SUBJECT

New materials technology 2 Materials and technologies 2

Materials and design 1

Model building 2 Model building 2

Digital modelling techniques – 3D Computer 2 3D computer model-making techniques 

Introduction to 3D rendering technologies 

3D Modeling Workshop

Product design 2 Lighting design 1

Product design 2

Exposition settings 1

Lighting design 2

Design for all

Furniture design

Body phenomenology Physical and cognitive ergonomics

History of architecture and city planning History of architecture and city planning

Graphic design 2 Introduction to Visual design

Pictograms and icons

Introduction to Corporate identity

Chromatology 2 Color science 2

Design management 1 Design Management 1

History of design 2 History of design 2

English language 2 English for Product design 2

Conferences and inter-disciplinary seminars Monday Talks

Activities selected by the student
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SUBJECT AREA SUBJECT

Eco-design Life Cycle design

Design and culture Design and culture

Digital modelling techniques – 3D Computer 3 Modelling and 3D printing

Product design 3 Design and hospitality

Product design 3

Product design 4

Service design

Exposition settings 2

Layout and display techniques Layout and display techniques

Motion design

Packaging Packaging 2

Packaging 3

Phenomenology of contemporary arts Phenomenology of contemporary arts

Interaction design Interaction design

Design management 2 Design management 2

English language 3 English for Interior design 3

Thesis

Conferences and inter-disciplinary seminars Monday Talks

Activities selected by the student
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Candidates can apply by downloading and filling
out the application form and sending it to
triennali@rm-modaedesign.it or made by calling
the school directly.

Application fee

Candidates applying for admission to the three-year
courses must pay an application fee of €150

Application documents

- motivation letter
- passport or identity card for Italian  
 or EU-EFTA citizens
- payment receipt of the €150 application fee

The candidate will be contacted for an Admissions 
interview after their submission of the Application 
documents. If their profile is considered suitable, 
candidates will receive an Admittance letter,
which is non-binding for the Candidate.
Download the application form here and together 
with the other documents send to:
triennali@rm-modaedesign.it
For further information about the courses of study, 
please click here.

Securing your position in the course

Candidates will be eligible to enroll with us after
receiving their Admittance Letter from the Institution. 
Successful applicants will have 30 days to fill out the 
enrollment form and pay an enrollment fee to secure 
their position in the program.

Annual Enrollment Fee

Students will be subject to an annual enrollment fee
of €3.000 to confirm their attendance in the course.

Annual Tuition Fee

Annual tuition fee: €18.000
Raffles Milano may accept the submission of 
students’ income documents to evaluate on students 
suitability for income bracket pricing scheme.

Three-year Course
Admissions

Three-year Course Fees

https://rm-modaedesign.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/3YC-APPLICATION-FORM.pdf
https://rm-modaedesign.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/3YC-APPLICATION-FORM.pdf
https://rm-modaedesign.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/3YC-APPLICATION-FORM.pdf


Istituto Moda e Design
Via Felice Casati, 16
20124 Milano
02 22 17 50 50
info@rm-modaedesign.it
rm-modaedesign.it

Three-years Courses admission office
triennali@rm-modaedesign.it

Administration office
amministrazione@rm-modaedesign.it




